Exporting From QUOSA To EndNote

Option 1.
Sync PubMed Search Results & EndNote

1. Open QUOSA and select database channel you want to search.
2. Perform PubMed search, mark references, and select ‘To Citation’ icon in Browser pane.
3. Follow prompts to complete the process.
4. Note: this function works only with PubMed and OVID channels.

Option 2.
Sync QUOSA Search Results & EndNote

1. After downloading articles or references into your QUOSA Results pane, flag the ones you want to export into an EndNote library.
2. Click ‘To Citations’ icon on Results pane toolbar. You will be asked to ‘Select a Reference Library.’ Choose a library. Export of references is now complete.

Please note:
- You must have the ‘To Advanced View’ enabled to perform both options: ‘To Express View’ will be visible when ‘To Advanced View’ is enabled as depicted in the figures above.
- To start using ‘QUOSA to EndNote’ function, configure QUOSA settings first. From the ‘Settings’ menu, go to the ‘Citation Manager’ submenu. Then scroll over to the ‘Citation Manager’ menu and ‘Select EndNote.’
- Finally, make sure you have a library ready to export the references before you attempt to export.